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PRIMERA PARTE 

 
Esta parte de la prueba consta de 9 preguntas  
A continuación se le presentan tres textos que usted deberá leer cuidadosa mente y, 
exclusivamente con base en ellos, contestará las preguntas de esta parte. 
 
On the day that y left Saturn, one of my fellow prisoners told me that since she had known 
me, her opinion of  “ Greens”  had fallen even lower that it had been before. This hit me 
especially hard because she was a woman whom I deeply respected and also because I 
had secretly I imagined myself to be living a life as a green witness among the when I 
decided not to speak about my prison experiences because of the risks involved, she was 
hardly able to speak to me. She condemned me for professing to be a Green without 
having the courage to act like one. 
It was then that Y conceived that owed it to the members of de camp to speak for them 
and against Saturnian’s dictator ship. It became clear to me that, whatever the diplomatic 
or personal repercussions, Y had to speak the truth quite openly to those who were 
prepared to listen, These words, then are written as the final stage of de fulfillment of a 
pledge made to the women of Alamet prison on Saturn. These women are now free or 
living in exile, but other Saturnian’s have taken their place. 
 
1.  What is the main idea of de text? 
A) One shouldn’t keep silence for personal security. 
B) It is important to listen to other people’s opinion. 
C) It is fair to denounce brutality. 
D) One can’t always speak the truth. 
2. Which of the following statement is present the text? 
A) Freedom turns into exile after jail. 
B) Honesty doesn’t bring on diplomatic troubles. 
C) Rebel prisoners do not respect Greens. 
D) Human beings are worth loving and believing in. 
3. According to the text, the author changed because she. 
A) Discovered she wasn’t acting like a real Green. 
B) Made a pledge to the other women in prison. 
C) Didn’t believe by her fellow prisoners. 
D) Was respected by her fellow prisoners.  
 
 I want to say a few things about the development of the contemporary theater; the 
type of drama associated with the names of Ionesco, Beckett, Genet and number of other 
modern writers in France, Britain, Italy and elsewhere. 
 Studies on theater subjects tend to be ephemeral; in the most bookshops the 
autobiographies of star actors and collections of last year’s hits shelves have a tired look. 
I Should not have written this if had not been convinced that the subject has an 
importance transcending the somewhat confined world of theatrical literature. The 
theater, inspire of its apparent through the rise of the mass media remains of immense 
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and growing significance precisely because of the cinema and television. These mass 
media are too ponderous and costly to allow much experiment and innovation. No matter 
how restricted the theater; and its audience may be, it is on the living stage that the actors 
and playwrights of the mass media are trained and gain their experience, and that the 
material of the mass media is tested. The theater of today is perhaps the main influence 
on the mass media of tomorrow. And the mass media, in turn, shape a great deal of the 
thought and feeling of people...   
 
4.- which of the following sentences expresses the main idea of the text? 
A) Theater could be overcome by mass media. 
B) There can be a natural relation between theater and mass media. 
C) People don’t read much literature about the subject of theater. 
D) Theater’s importance hasn’t been overshadowed by movies or TV. 
5.  Which of following statements is present in the text?  
A)  New authors always experiment and innovate. 
B)  Playwrights can influence the thoughts of people. 
C)  Actors of the mass-media get practice on the living stage. 
D)  Theaters are restricted because of the rise of mass-media. 
6.-  The author wrote this because he feels that? 
A)  Theater is still more important than TV. and movies. 
B)  The subject of mass-media goes beyond the topic of theatrical literature. 
C)  Theatrical audiences have a great influence on innovation. 
D)  The best contemporary theater is that of Ionesco, Beckett and Genet. 
 
Y  have the audacity to believe that people everywhere can have three meals a day to 
satisfy their bodies; education and culture  to satisfy their minds; and dignity; justice and 
freedom to satisfy their spirits... Y still believe that some day mankind will bow before the 
altars of God and be crowned triumphant over war and bloodshed, and that nonviolent 
goodwill will proclaim the rule of the land. The lion and the lamb shall then lie down 
together and every man shall sit under his; own vine and fig tree, and nine shall be afraid, 
Y still believe that we shall overcome. 
Martin Luther King 
Nobel peace Prize Acceptance Speech 
(Adapted)  
 
7.-  The main idea in the text state that men? 
A)  Are able to dismiss wars. 
B)  Must pursue social wealth. 
C)  Will eventually find equality. 
D)  Can receive cultural instruction. 
8.- Which of the following statements is present in the text? 
A)  A free mind needs three meals a day. 
B)  Violence will bee overcome by goodwill. 
C)  The strong and the weak must become friends. 
D)  Wars and bloodshed are generated by violence. 
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8.-  According to the text, if all men were equal, they  
A)  Would have no fears. 
B)  Could give thanks to God. 
C)  Could maintain their dignity. 
D)  Would deserve a peaceful life. 
 SEGUNDA PARTE  
10.-  Our country’s ------------- with Europe was much, higher last year. 
A)  Invoice. 
B)  Foreign trade. 
C)  Development.   
D)  Natural resource. 
11.-  Jane never _____________how much her husband loved her. 
A)  Grabbed. 
B)  Struggled. 
C)  Achieved.   
D)  Realized. 
12.-  ______________ Their effort, they didn’t  get to the airport on time. 
A)  beyond. 
B)  Despite. 
C)  Beneath. 
D)  Although. 
13.-  We have sold all our goods. The new _________ will arrive next week. 
A)  Packing. 
B)  Platform. 
C)  Procedure. 
D)  Merchandise. 
14.-  Has your uncle ever __________ a live operation? 
A)  Received. 
B)  Undergone. 
C)  Produced. 
D)  Diminished. 
15.-  My brother was _______________ considered one of  the best painters in the country. 
A)  Ago. 
B)  Before. 
C)  Whenever. 
D)  Formerly. 
 16.-  Pete ________________ his new product in the local paper. 
A)  Advertised. 
B)  Collected. 
C)  Labeled. 
D)  Hired. 
17.-  You must ____________- your students to work hard. 
A)  Argue. 
B)  Focus. 
C)  Provide. 
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D)  Encourage. 
18.-  The English ________________ in the American Colonies were hardworking people. 
 A)  Tramps. 
B)  Incomes. 
C)  Settlers. 
D)  Arrivals. 
19.-  They’re trying to find out what the main _____________ of employment is in this 
country. 
A)  Source. 
B)  Path 
C)  Goal. 
D)  Fare. 
 20.-  He needs a  ______________  climate to recover. 
A)  Minor. 
B)  Sticky. 
C)  Goal. 
D)  Healthful. 
21.-  When Y was a child, my _____________ were very strict: Mother used to punish me 
and Dad agreed with her. 
A)  Fathers. 
B)  Parents. 
C)  Families. 
D)  Relatives. 
22.-  John misses Mary a lot. He’s _________________ to date her again. 
A)  Thrifty. 
B)  Willing. 
C)  Pursuing. 
D)  Relentless. 
23.-  Has your favorite hobby ever ____________ with your profession?  
A)  Researched. 
B)  Embarrassed. 
c)  Interfered. 
D)  Provided. 
24.-  Our History teacher gave an original ____________ on Greece last night. 
A)  Sample. 
B)  Lecture. 
C)  Reading. 
D)  Subject. 
25.-  We’ll have to postpone our lunch because the _____________, is full right now. 
A)  Dining car 
B)  Resort place 
C)  Self reliance 
D)  Reserved seat 
26.  Hamlet and King Lear are two of Shakespeare’s _____________ works. 
A)  Dining car 
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B)  Resort place 
c)  Self reliance 
D)  Reserved seat 
27.-  I have sees the other room through that __________. 
A)  Root 
B)  Whirl 
C)  Range 
 D)  Crevice 
28.-  I read two ___________ novels last month: the best of the year in my opinion... 
A)  Burglary 
B)  Remarkable 
C)  Menace 
D)  Advertising 
29.-  A ____________involving a police car and a bus occurred this morning. 
A)  Weapon 
B)  Disgrace 
C)  Menace  
D)  Collision 
30.-  I saw the thief _________ the briefcase from the man. 
A)  Breed 
B)  Reaches  
C)  Grasp 
D)  Search 
31.-  Our actor’s ________ has been continually increasing. 
A)  Crew 
B)  output 
C)  Purpose 
D)  Procedure 
32.-  Dad wants to ___________ my baby sister ________ Grandmother. 
A)  Look/for 
B)  Talk/over 
C)  Name/after 
D)  Take/ apart 
33.-  The action of tom’s new film _____________ in an African village. 
A)  Focused 
B)  Portrays 
C)  Works out 
D)  Takes place 
34.-  They were not able to ___________ the orders they been give. 
A)  Carry out 
B)  Break in  
C)  Turn off 
D)  Bear up 
35.-  Tom wants to rob the high store, but he’ll never _________ with it. 
A)  Come up 
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B)  Run away 
C)  Get away 
D)  Make over 
36.-   She will help us with the plan, if she doesn’t __________. 
A)  See us off 
B)  Come in handy 
C)  Have time off 
D)  Change her mind 
37.-  Betty went into business by _________ with the New Import Bank. 
A)  Figuring out 
B)  Making a deal 
C)  Standing in line 
38.-  They players will feel better if they _____________ the captain of the team 
A)  Keep in touch with 
B)  Look forward to 
C)  Bring about 
D)  Drop by 
39.- I _________ my typewriter _________ but Y couldn’t find the electrical failure. 
A)  Set/up 
B)  Blew/out 
C)  Tore/apart 
D)  Put/together 
40.-  Were you ____________ leave when Karen arrived? 
A)  About to 
B)  By way of 
C)  In order to  
D)  All at once 
41.-  The last soldier had to _________ when ran out of bullets 
A)  Ask for 
B)  Give up 
C)  Died down 
D)  Leave out 
42.-  The Government should give more assist _________ to the victims of the flood. 
A)  Fon  
B)  Ence 
C)  Ment 
D)  Ance 
43.-  Liz was shocked at John’s refus_______ to divorce her. 
A)  Ance  
B)  Ion 
C)  Ing 
D)  Al 
44.-  The teacher __________ liked your son’s behavior 
A)  In 
B)  Un 
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C)  Dis 
C)  Mis 
45.-  I  kept on ________ for jack till midnight, but he didn’t show up. 
A)  Hoping 
B)  Waiting 
C)  Wishing 
C)  Expecting 
46.-  You must always ____________ that you are a soldier. 
A)  Remember 
B)  Recall 
C)  Remind 
D)  Record 
47.-  Bob should have _________ harder to finish his projects. 
A)  Tried 
B)  Desired 
C)  Planned 
D)  Intended 
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1.-William _____ supper and 
_____ did me. 
A) enjoyed / too 
B) didn’t enjoy / neither 
C) didn’t enjoy / so 
D) enjoyed / neither 
2.-Mother wrings the clothes 
by hand, _____ she ? 
A) does 
B) did 
C) doesn’t 
D) didn’t 
3.-Dany’s discouraged about 
his grades, ______ ? 
A) is he 
B) isn’t he 
C) has he 
D) hasn’t he 
4.-The store ______ sent its 
mail-order catalogue, _____ 
it ? 
A) does / doesn’t 
B) is / isn’t 
C) didn’t / didn’t 
D) hasn’t / has 
5.-Bill has fever. He ______ 
stay in bed, _____ he ? 
A) musn’t / musn’t 
B) does / doesn’t 
C) does / does 
D) must / musn’t 
6.-Jim _____ eating and Liz 
_____ either. 
A) isn’t / isn’t 
B) isn’t / is 
C) does / does 
D) doesn’t / doesn’t 
7.-We still don’t believe 
_______. 
A) that they visited the place. 
B) that come they yesterday 
C) why they must visiting 
D) when Dany won’t come 

8.-They ought to complete the 
job, ______ they would have 
to cancel the meeting. 
A) also 
B) likewise 
C) therefore 
D) nevertheless 
9.-These paintings were 
_____ for her by the old man. 
A) drawn 
B) draw 
C) drawing 
D) drew 
10.-We have to _____ the 
poroyect at home, it’s very 
important. 
A) pick out 
B) brought up 
C) find out 
D) talk about 
11.-Sam _____ not _____ the 
french classes daily. 
A) is / gave 
B) does / gave 
C) is / given 
D) does / given 
12.-____________, the boys 
would like her voice. 
A) what she might sing 
B) whatever she sings 
C) how well she sing 
D) wherever she will sing 
13.-The manager scolted 
Dave and asked him _____ 
out _____ his office. 
A) to ge / off 
B) get / off 
C) take / of 
D) take / off 
14.-_______ must the work 
be _____ ? Before tuesday. 
A) how / finished 
B) how / finishing 
C) when / finished 
D) when / finishing 

15.-We will buy a new car in 
two days and _____ will their 
sister. 
A) so 
B) too 
C) either 
D) neither 
16.-_______ we want your 
service, we shall get in touch 
with you. 
A) after. 
B) until 
C) wherever 
D) whenever 
17.-The burglary was _____ 
by the CIA. 
A) report 
B) reported 
C) to report 
D) reporting 
18.-We waited for them the 
whole week, but they never 
_____. 
A) got on. 
B) looked into 
C) showed up 
D) handed out 
19.-The girl was crying _____ 
her back was aching. 
A) so that 
B) as though 
C) because 
D) even though 
20.-She _____ happy with the 
news ____ she ? 
A) wouldn’t / wouldn’t 
B) would / wouldn’t 
C) wasn’t / wasn’t 
D) was / wasn’t 
21.-How they _____ being 
severly ____ for their 
behavoir. 
A) is / punished 
B) are / punished 
C) has / punished 
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D) has / punish 
22.-We worked for four hours 
_____ the bad weather. 
A) anyway 
B) in spite of 
C) although 
D) in order to 
23.-_______ else will be 
_____ the secret ? Just Jim. 
A) Who / told 
B) what / told 
C) who / to tell 
D) what / to tell 
24.-I drank a glass of beer 
_____ i couldn’t find coca 
cola in Berlin. 
A) unless 
B) whereas 
C) because 
D) whether 
25.-The children’s aunt _____ 
us on our way to the field. 
A) took in 
B) ran into 
C) find out 
D) turned on 
26.-The robbers ____ not be 
_____ to the court on the 
police van. 
A) are / driven 
B) are / drove 
C) will / drove 
D) will / driven 
27.-Your sister knew 
_______. 
A) why / didn¿t work 
B) who did / like 
C) how / you are so 
D) when / can’t came 
28.-We can’t guess ______. 
A) what does he do 
B) where is the from 
C) how did is he 
D) why he ins’t here 
29.-The new T.V. set, 
_______ is very expensive. 

A) what we bought 
B) that dad bpught 
C) whose did your buy 
D) wich will you buy 
30.-Liz hasn’t ____ us up yet, 
she must be very busy. 
A) looked 
B) picked 
C) called 
D) brought 
31.-Did the police ______ 
who the thief was ? 
A) call on 
B) take in 
C) look for 
D) find out 
32.-Has Hellen decided 
_________________ ? 
A) wich dress she will wear 
B) whose car will she bring 
C) where does she go 
D) how much sugar is it 
33.-_______ the T.V. 
_______. Ket’s listen to some 
records instead. 
A) turn / on 
B) turned / on 
C) tunr / off 
D) tunred / off 
34.-General Monroy has 
______ up the seventh zone 
since two weeks ago. 
A) looked 
B) brought 
C) picked 
D) called 
35.-There wasn’t any milk in 
the refrigerator, _______ ? 
A) wasn’t it 
B) was it 
C) wasn’t there 
D) was there 
36.-Sally’s car _____ be 
______ next month. 
A) has / fix 
B) has / fixed 

C) will / fix 
D) will / fixed 
37.-Sam is ______ intelligent 
_______everybody is 
surprised. 
A) so / that  
B) syuch / than  
C) so / that 
D) such / that 
38.-I didn¿t know 
______Sam bought the blue 
car. 
A) that 
B) wherever 
C) whether 
D) so 
39.-Mary knew _______ she 
was going toi be promoted. 
A) that 
B) whether 
C) although 
D) nevertheless 
40.-The president gave 
______ nice speech 
_____everybody felt very 
good. 
A) so / that 
B) such / that 
C) such a / that 
D) such / a that 
41.-Can you tell me 
___________ ? 
A) where does she live 
B) what does she do 
C) how she is feeling 
D) why is she crying 
42.-Please George, hurry up, 
you ______ eaten _____. 
A) have / still 
B) haven’t / still 
C) haven’t / still 
D) haven’t / yet 
43.-Mary ______ pass course 
one and Jim _____either. 
A) could / couldn’t 
B) couldn’t / couldn¿t 
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C) couldn’t / could 
D) did / didn’t 
44.-My brother can’t play the 
organ _______. 
A) yet 
B) still 
C) already 
D) animore 
45.-Mr. Bouwman doesn’t 
sing _____. He is retired. 
A) already 
B) animore 
C) yet 
D) still 
46.-When she got home, she 
discovered that the dogs 
______ not been ______. 
A) have / feed 
B) have / fed 
C) had / feed 
D) had / fed 
47.-Did the teacher say 
___________ ? 
A) who did she shoput at 
B) what terrible mistery was 
C) when we must finish the 
job 
D) where do we meet after 
school. 
48.-_______ the pool _____ 
emptied when they arrived 
home 4 days ago ? 
A) did / been 
B) was / been 
C) did / being 
D) was / being 
49.-They are not arriving soon 
and _____ lyn. 
A) either is 
B) neither is 
C) either has 
D) neither has 
50.-The yung and gentle boys 
chose the best dish _____ I 
chose the worst. 
A) accordingly. 

B) in addition 
C) furthermore 
D) on the contrary 
51.-Does Danny know 
_________ ? 
A) why is Lynn crying 
B) when the contest is 
C) where does she live 
D) what’s she doing 
In some societies, women 
have always been leaders, 
but in western society this has 
not ussually been the case. 
However, since the begining 
of the twentieth century, the 
role of women in society has 
changed greatly. Women 
have fought for their rights 
and are becoming equal 
members of society for the 
first time in history. 
At the beggining of the 
century women in some 
countries fought for, and won, 
the right to vote. Then they 
fought for equal rights in 
marriage and at work. And at 
present, women are fighting 
for the removal of all laws that 
discriminate against them. 
This has mean great changes 
in the world, particulary in the 
family life. The traditional 
pattern of family life had been 
broken in many countries and 
some women have already 
become judges, ministers and 
even presidents and prime 
ministers. 
52.-Wich of the followings 
statements is true according 
to the text ? 
A) women have always fought 
at home. 
B) women are beggining to 
destroy family life 

C) women are losing their 
leadership 
D) women have only recently 
begin to acquality. 
53.-The word removal, can be 
substituted by : 
A) criticim 
B) perfection 
C) suppression 
D) improvement 
John F. Kennedy (1917-
1963), wwho was the first 
catholic to be president of the 
USA, came from one of the 
most famous political families 
in the United States. His 
father, Joseph P. Kennedy, 
was american ambassador to 
the United Kingdom ; his 
brother, Robert F. Kennedy, 
who was assassinated in Los 
Angeles in 1968, was a 
senatior and candidate for the 
presdency and his yopungest 
brother, Edward, has been 
senator since 1962. John F. 
Kennedy was born in 1917. 
He was educated at Harvard 
and London. In the Second 
World War he was a captain 
of a torpedo boat and was 
injured in a battle with the 
japanese. In 1947, he entered 
politics and in 1952 he 
become a U.S. senator. In 
1953 he married Jacquelin 
Bouvier, who came fron 
another famous family. Then 
in 1960 he become president 
of the USA. He was the 
youngest man to become 
president in the history of the 
United States. 
He was a popular president, 
who hgelped poor people. He 
also began the american 
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Apollo program of flights to 
the moon. Then, on 
november 22nd., 1963, John 
F. Kennedy was assassinated 
in Dallas, Texas ; where he 
was visiting the governor of 
the state. It was one of the 
worst tragedies in mnodern 
history. 
54.-Wich of the following 
statements is true according 
to the next ? 
A) John F. Kennedy was the 
first cathoilic to become 
president of the USA. 
B) John F. Kennedy was 
educated in the second world 
war. 
C) John F. Kennedy didn’t like 
poor people. 
D) He was the oldest man to 
become president in the 
history. 
55.-The word assassinated 
can be substituded by : 
A) senador. 
B) elected. 
C) killed. 
D) hired. 
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HOJA DE RESPUESTAS  
1.  D 
2.  B 
3.  D 
4.  B 
5.  A 
6.  B 
7.  C 
8.  A 
9.  C 
10. D 
11. C 
12. C 
13. A 
14. C 
15. B 
16. B 
17. C 
18. D 
19. B 
20. B 
21. D 
22. A 
23. A 
24. B 
25. A 
26. A 
27. C 
28. A 
29. D 
30. C 
31. B 
32. A 
33. D 
34. B 
35. A 
36. C 
37. B 
38. D 

39. D 
40. B 
41. B 
42. A 
43. C 
44. C 
45. D 
46. A 
47. D 
48. B 
49. D 
50. B 
51. A 
52. D 
53. D 
54. C 
55. A 
56. B 
57. C 
58. C 
59. A 
60. D 
61. D 
62. D 
63. C 
64. C 
65. A 
66. D 
67. B 
68. C 
69. B 
70. B 




